ABOUT US:
CLAT Forum is a wholly owned subsidiary of CF Patna- A Premier Institute for
Management Entrance in Patna. Since 2008, preparations for CLAT and other Law
Entrance Exams were being conducted under the brand of CF Patna but taking into
consideration, the recent growth and diversity in the proﬁles seeking a career in
LAW, it was decided by the Management to establish CLAT Forum as a separate
entity.
Over the last 11 years of Law Entrance preparations, we have helped scores of
students realize their dream of pursuing a career in Law and our alumnus have
completed their degree in Law from the best of Universities and Institutions.
We feel proud of ourselves for providing our students with a conducive atmosphere
for their preparation. Our team of faculty includes highly experienced professionals
from diverse backgrounds like LAW, Management, English,Psychology etc.
Each area of preparation is handled by an expert and we deal with nuances of every
subject. A strict session plan is followed with the objective to capture every minute
detail. We offer the maximum number of classroom sessions in the industry and
equip our students to learn multiple techniques to tackle questions in an efﬁcient
manner for their exams.
Last but not the least we also focus on the overall personality development of our
students so that they can take on this competitive world and come out with ﬂying
colors.
Our tagline re-iterates this and says,“Visit us once and we will help you realize your
dreams”.

LAW: A CAREER WITH A DIFFERENCE
Do you know what Mahatma Gandhi, Abraham Lincoln, Bill Clinton, Nelson Mandela
have in common?
Apart from being great leaders, they all were law graduates. Law is one of the most
versatile career options you can choose and once you do that, sky is the limit.
So, while a doctor can only be a doctor, a policeman can only be a policeman; a lawyer
can be a lot more. The diversity of options that this profession allows is what sets it
apart from many other professional degrees.Starting from ﬁling petitions at lower
courts to passing judgments at the Supreme Court and taking charge at corporate law
ﬁrms, a law graduate can also be a paralegal instructor, a private judge, a legal
recruiter and many more.
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James J. Sandman, President of the Legal Services Corporation, US says “I went to
law school for two reasons. First, I wanted a career that would allow me to make a
difference in some way. Law allows you to make a difference. When I graduated
from college in 1973, I'd seen lawyers play a critical role in the civil rights movement
and in Watergate. I saw the differences they were making in real time. The second
reason I went to law school was just to keep options open. I went straight from
college to law school. I wasn't sure exactly what I wanted to do, but I saw people with
law degrees making a difference in government, in journalism, in business, in the
public-interest and non-proﬁt worlds, and as practicing lawyers. In choosing to go
to law school, I did not think I was making a decision to become a practicing lawyer. I
thought that was one of the things I could do, but it was not something that I was
committing myself to. I was just taking things one step at a time. “

LAW AS A CAREER OPTION
From times immemorial, Law has been one of the most needed and respected
professions worldwide. Legal Education and a Career in Law has undergone a vast
change in the last 30 years in India. The torchbearer in this paradigm change was
the establishment of National Law School of India University (NLSIU) in Bangalore in
the year 1989. In a matter of 30 years, today there are 21 National Law Universities in
India along with a sizeable number of private institutions imparting education in
LAW. If we take a look at the numbers, these Law Schools have successfully
managed to produce sharp and Intelligent Law Graduates year after year who have
in turn proved to be an asset in their professions.

Now, we see what the different career options are available
to these Law graduates.
Ÿ Litigation (Self-Practice): The oldest avenue to a Lawyer was to start his own

practice. Though in the modern day there are a lot of other avenues for Lawyers,
Self-practice remains an option that a lot of Law Graduates adhere to.
Ÿ Law ﬁrms: In today's era, Law Firms have a signiﬁcant existence in our Legal

Structure. Taking into consideration, the expansive nature of Law and the
nuances of every detail, an entire team functions to provide “One Stop Solutions”
to clients. The Team consists of professionals who are experts in their own domain
and thereby provide the best resolution to every situation at hand.
Ÿ Working with Corporate: Another lucrative ﬁeld for Law Graduates is to work as

in-house counsels for Corporates. An in-house counsel plays an important role in
drafting, vetting and negotiating contracts. He is also responsible for monitoring
and ensuring statutory compliance and handling legal disputes.

Ÿ Academia: An area where a Lawyer can become a teacher and train others in the

ﬁeld of Law. It also helps one to pursue his intellectual interests, research and have
autonomy and ﬂexibility at work.

Ÿ Judicial Services: A Judge commands a lot of respect in the Society. Alongside, he

has a lot of Power and facilities. The route to become a judge is through Judicial
Services and Higher Judicial Services. In some cases, there is a system of elevation
as a Judge.

Ÿ Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO): Legal Process Outsourcing is the delegation of

initial functions like drafting, legal research and compliance work to an external
agency/counsel. A lot of corporates who do not have an in-house legal team use
the services of LPOs.
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The various areasof law along with its upcoming branches of arbitration which act
as a parallel court system has helped to overcome the monotony of ordinary court
proceedings.
In the modern world, every activity be it Politics, Business, Sports, Media etc. has a
Legal Interface, so the importance of a Lawyer cannot be undermined. This is
another vital reason that a lot of students are increasing taking up a career in Law.

BEING AT A LAW SCHOOL

AS YOU MOVE
ALONG

AS YOU BEGIN
The ﬁrst year at Law College prepares you more
on general subjects like General Legal, English,
History, Economics along with a few core subjects
like Law of contracts and torts. Later the subjects
get more specialized.
Tip from CLAT FORUM: Read, read and develop an
afﬁnity for reading to keep yourself updated with the
latest developments in the legal world

And as you carry on with your academics, you will get the
experience of Moot courts, parliamentary debates, seminars
and conferences which will not only sharpen your oratory
skills but also prepare you for presentations and court room
proceedings. Not only this, visit by guest lecturers, informal
gatherings and exchange of ideas will also be an enriching
experience.
Tip from CLAT FORUM: Speak, speak, and speak! In order
to be successful in moot courts one needs to work strongly
on oratory skills, strategy, research and team spirit. For
mastering this art, you need to start speaking with those
who have won previous moots and get tips from them.
Watching moot videos can also be a good idea.

AND THERE IS FUN AS
YOU GO ALONG

WHEN KNOWLEDGE
MEETS PRACTICE
The areas for internship as a budding lawyer are many.
Right from practicing in a court to working in corporates,
media or law ﬁrms, one needs to choose one's area of
specialization wisely. Internships are a very important part
of law studies as they help you decide your career as a
lawyer.
Tip from CLAT FORUM: Internships are like snorting hats of
Harry Potter. You try them on, and they will tell you
whether you belong to there or not.

Life at Law College is not only about studies because it is
believed that all work and no play make Jack a dull boy.
Therefore the law college calendar is marked by fests, parties
and inter cultural and sports events. Not only this, there are
surprise birthday parties, and picnics which keeps the half a
decade at law college full of energy and enthusiasm.
Tip from CLAT FORUM: Never leave even one chance to
take part in such activities and enjoy your stay at the law
college

DIFFERENT LAW ENTRANCE EXAMS

LAW COLLEGE RANKINGS AND
BREAK UP OF SEATS IN INDIA
National Law Universities

General Category Seats

Total seats

National Law School of India
University, Bangalore

53

80

81

105

National Law Institute
University, Bhopal

65

122

West Bengal National
University of Judicial
Sciences, Kolkata

74

115

National Law University,
Jodhpur

72.5% of total
available seats

104 + 16 seats
for NRI/ NRI
sponsored
candidates

Hidayatullah National Law
University, Raipur

62

180

Gujarat National Law
University, Gandhinagar

115

180

Ram Manohar Lohiya
National law University,
Lucknow

80

178

Rajiv Gandhi National Law
University, Patiala

133

180

Chanakya National Law
University, Patna

60

120

National University of
Advanced Legal Studies,
Kochi

31

60

National Academy of Legal
Studies and Research,
Hyderabad

National Law Universities

General Category Seats

National Law University
Odisha, Cuttack

114

180

National University of Study
and Research in Law, Ranchi

60

140 (including 20
special category
seats)

47

60

National Law University and
Judicial Academy,
Guwahati

Total seats

120 (including 12
seats for Foreign
Citizens / NonResident Indians.)

Damodaram Sanjivayya
National Law University,
Vishakhapatnam

72

Tamil Nadu National Law
School, Trichy

62

120 (including 6
seats for NRI/OCI
quota)

Maharashtra National Law
University, Mumbai

–

100

Maharashtra National Law
University, Nagpur

39

130

Maharashtra National Law
University, Aurangabad

19

60

76

120

46

60

Dharmashastra National Law
University, Jabalpur
(MPDNLU)
Himachal Pradesh National
Law University, Shimla

CLAT FORUM: WHY
C - COMMITMENT, L - LOYALTY, A - ACCOMPLISHMENT, T - TRUST
At CLAT Forum,we stick to our commitment of being loyal to you in your efforts of
entering the world of law. For us, the accomplishment of your dream is our
greatest duty and you can trust us to be with you throughout.

5 IMPORTANT PILLARS OF CLAT FORUM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adept faculty members
24*7 Guidance and Mentorship
Extensive Study Material
Comprehensive Test Series
One to one learning

OUR COURSES

DART (41 Days Course)
This course aims to cater to the students who have just ﬁnished their Class 12
exams and want to crack Law Entrance in a hurry. Another segment of students
who can beneﬁt from this course are the ones who have already prepared and
want to put some ﬁnishing touches to their preparation. The USP of this course is to
make the aspirants learn concepts and practice a varied range of questions in the
shortest time possible. Distinguishing factors of this course are as under:
Ÿ 41 Days Post Class 12 Exams
Ÿ Intensive Program comprising of classes every day.
Ÿ Fully Updated Course Material
Ÿ Topic Wise tests, Unit Tests and Mock Tests every week
Ÿ Specialized Work Shops
Ÿ Test Series

CANTER
(One Year Course)

This Course made its inception in the year 2008, the First year when CLAT was
conducted. This Course intends to cater to students who want to take CLAT and
Other Law Entrance exams in the coming year. The Concepts taught here are given
time to concretize which is then followed up with exposure to various diversiﬁed
practice Questions. Salient Features of this course are as under:
Ÿ Premier Program encompassing concepts and practice over a period of 365
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

days.
Fully Updated Course Material
Personal Mentorship for every student.
Personal Doubt Clearing
Topic Wise tests, Unit Tests and Mock Tests every week
Specialized Work Shops

AMBLE
(Two Year Course)

This Course is focused towards students who decide to prepare for Law Entrance
early in their Career. It is an apt course for students who have entered class 10 or 11
and want to strike a balance between their Board and Law Entrance Exams. The
ﬁrst step in this course is to orient the student and build the correct aptitude
towards time bound MCQ tests. We are looking for Skill Development of the
students through development of Fundamentals which is then supplemented by
days and hours of practice. Key Features of this course are as under:
Ÿ Two Year Classroom Program
Ÿ Suited for Students who are in Class 10 or 11
Ÿ Development of Aptitude for Competitive Exams
Ÿ Thorough work on Fundamentals in the 1st Year.
Ÿ Extensive Revision & Practice in the 2nd year.
Ÿ Fully Updated Course Material
Ÿ Personal Mentorship for every student.
Ÿ Personal Doubt Clearing
Ÿ Topic Wise tests, Unit Tests and Mock Tests every week
Ÿ Specialized Work Shops
Ÿ Test Series

PLACEMENT STATISTICS
Packages Available:
Litigation (Self-Practice): Starts with 5.0 Lakhs
Family Law, Civil Law, Appellate, Criminology.
Law ﬁrms: 10-25 lakhs
Client advises on legal recourses,rights and advices. Representing in court trails
Working with Corporate: 20-35 lakhs
MNCs, Government Agencies, Banks
Academia: 5-10 lakhs as per UGC norms
Teaching law as a faculty in law colleges, conducting research papers
Judicial Services: 6-11 lakhs
Judge in high court/ district court
Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO): 5-8 lakhs
Drafting, legal research and compliance work for an
external agency/counsel.

7004283530

contact@clatforum.com

www.clatforum.com

clatforumpatna

